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Abstract

Title of Research Paper:

Degree:

Feasibility Analysis of Second Ship Registry In China

Master of Science in International Transportation & Logistics

Alternative scheme for ship registration have been evolved since the launch of the
open registry, which to large extent breaks the former structure of traditional shipping
giant nation playing dominant role. Second ship registry that can be regarded as a
compromise between close registry with burdensome tax policy and stringent
supervision to the open registry regarding the loose monitor, less international
convention applied and tax burden was employed mainly in those traditional shipping
nation that has been suffering the fleet loss in order to attract the vessel return flagged.

This paper concentrates on whether it is necessary and feasible to implement the
second registry in respect to tax regime, business environment, registry policy in
China and put forward the proposal for fleet return. The Hong Kong model is planned
to be introduced as the alternative if the current condition can not meet the application
of second ship registry.

Key Words: Open Registry, Chinese Second Ship Registry, Tax Regime, Hong
Kong Model, Business Environment, Tonnage Tax
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Background & Mean of dissertation
It is obvious that with the widespread of flag of convience, the sharp reduction of the
fleet that flags the magnet shipping nation is a inevitalbe reality worthy of being
noticed by those shipping people. Take United Kingdom as an example, as a nation
ever proud of their mature and powerful shipping industry, UK seriously suffered the
great loss of their vessel tonnage. From 1980 to 1997, the data showed the UK
registred fleet tonnage and officer numbers were reduced by 78% and 65%
respectively1. The simliar conditions occur in other shipping giants. On the other hand,
we have to witness the flag of convience listed by International Transport Federation
attracted large portion of those fleet tonnage loss in giant shipping countries through
their low registry expenses, attractalbe tax regime as well as the irresponsibe
supervision or less adoption in terms of safety, pollution, seafarer protection
conventions. Considering shipping can be seen as a market oriented industry which
can not adjusted only by compellent legal or administrative measures speacially when
a nation eager to pull their loss tonnage back. In view of this, major shipping nations
started to think about whether there would be a new ship registry system that can
attract domestic captial fleet even the foreign vessel. UK build up their offshore ship
registry in Isle of Man while German, France etc subsequently lauched the
international ship registry. The current situation for those registries in respect to
attracting national loss tonnage is various. German international ship registry attracted
382 vessels in 2008 and only 2% of them were foreigned owned while 40% of French
international registry fleet were controlled by foreign owners.2

China, as a recongized another shipping nation that can not afforded to neglect due to

1
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Source:http://www.dft.gov.uk/about/strategy/whitepapers/previous/britishshippingchartinganewc5696?page=4
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_of_convenience
1

its ever-increasing large scale ports, fleet tonnage and booming trade, confront the
same problems as his counterparts. In the beginning of 2007, according to Chen(2007),
only 45% of the Chinese controlled fleet were flying Chinese, which certainly arouse
negative influence on natioanl security and tax strategy. Therefore, scholars and
governments planners concentrated on this problem and some ideas such as Shanghai
has been approved to be a international shipping experimental area in which there
would be no income tax for those national shipping companies and oversea account
would be allowed3. However, the most controversial point, the second registry system
in China, which has been defined by Chen(2007) as a policy in precondition that there
is no change for previous national ship registry, aiming at attract national fleet
tonnage by employing favourable policy and can be regarded as a concomitant system
compared with Chinese traditional ship registry. Any vessel registred in Chinese
second ship registry is definated as a Chinese flagged vessel. However, corresponding
policies in detail are still being discussed hotly. This papers will focus on the
feasibility analysis of second ship registry in China.

1.2 Literature Review
As we skip the historical progress of ship registry system, we can easily find it has
been experienced huge change for several decades. It is worthwhile to pay little
attention on the topic of flag of convenience at the outset mostly because it can be
regarded as the beginning of ship registry revolution that arouse the hotly argument
approximately in 1980. DeSomebre (2008) pointed out that after the Second World
War, largest ship flags including United States, UK and Norway were replaced by
open registry nations such as Panama, Liberia, Bahamas at which time the flag of
convenience ship registry was popular globally. Thuong (1987) stated that FOC4 was
strongly opposed by less-developed countries and firstly introduced the concept of
offshore or in other words, captive ship registry system which was adopted by UK

3
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Source: Port Economics 27 Ocotober 2009
Abbreviation of Flag of Convience
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and Norway at that time. Toh and Phang (1993) briefly introduced the general
advantages from the view of ship owners, which included tax reduction or avoidance,
loose flag state supervision and no genuine link between vessel and flag state that
reversely can be considered as drawbacks of the FOC in the view of scholars (also
was referred but less portion in Thuong’s article). Then they mainly focused on the
trend of transferring the FOC into Quasi-FOC that was defined as a new ship registry
that was used to attract more tonnage and solve some disadvantage of FOC. Then the
article classified the frame of ship registry and introduced the adoption of Quasi-FOC
in several countries according to their different political nature.

Subsequently, Mora (2003) thought there was a balanced registry which can be
composed of national offshore registry and international second ship registry, and the
new system can be employed to mitigate the negative effect from FOC. Later on,
Chen JiHong, Zong BeiHua and Zhen Hong (2007) put forward the second ship
registry that can be seen as the most update concept. They thought second ship
registry can be further divided into offshore and international ship registry system that
was also defined as parallel registry put forwarded by Chalain (2008) according the
location of ship registry.

Hot spot issue

There are some topics that certainly will be hotly discussed when scholars analysis the
ship registry. First of all, the safety, pollution and manpower problems due to
proliferation of open registry are usually reflected by how many percentages of
corresponding conventions made by global organizations such as IMO5 or ILO6 etc
the flag state adopt and carry out according to the view point of Desomebre (2008).
He listed the percentage of international agreements adopted by major open registry
countries in the field of environment, safety and labour respectively from which we
5
6

International Maritime Organization
International Labour Organization
3

can witness the traditional registry state generally ratified more international
conventions than those flag states which were newly registry countries. Moreover, we
also can find from the table author listed that the second registry system usually
adopted more conventions than others. Mora (2003) also mentioned this issue but he
thought the first thing should be solved as soon as possible was the uniformity of the
international shipping standards that would bring great benefits of cooperation and
avoidance of misunderstanding. IMO played a vital role of reality of this uniformity.
The author emphasis the importance of safety, environmental protection and seafarer
rights though vivid examples and complicated single article of convention rather than
statistic data. Alderton & Winchester (2002) only concentrated on the safety issue
arouse by open registry birth. They analysed the safety problem in detail by
comparison of the statistic data in casualty rates, age of ship, vessel type and size,
different registry system. Furthermore, they also assessed the performance of flag
state in respect to the safety by percentage of adoption of IMO safety conventions. In
the other hand, complex statistic data comparison methodology also was utilized by
Glen & McConville (2001) to explain the relationship among employment duration of
seafarers, type of ship, officer age and different ship registry etc in condition of UK,
which further implied rights of seafarers were partly influenced by the flag state.

Secondly, the bareboat charter was very common in real practice. Mora (2003)
indicated the motivation of the flagging-out the bareboat vessel temporarily were the
low wage and taxation policy. The invention of second ship registry caused huge
amounts of flagging out vessel and reduction of national fleet. Ademun-Odeke (2005)
focused on the research on internal relationship between bareboat charter registry and
FOC. The traditional FOCs are the first option of bareboat charter and the relation
between beneficial owning state and origin state became complicated and ambiguous.
It is of importance that the author strongly believed the bareboat charter registry
shared a lot of similarity with FOC. The bareboat charter registry was characterized
by the weakness such as less control by flag states, no need for registry vessel etc that
had been also listed as the drawback of FOC. In essence, the bareboat charter registry
4

can be deemed as FOC.

Last but not least, it is worthwhile to note the proposal of improving the quality of
ship registry in current second ship registry system. Mora (2003) suggested we should
take measures to strength the port state control in order to ensure the enforcement of
maritime conventions, especially for those vessels that had been list in the Black List.
In addition, it was better that IMO assist those open registry state for implantation of
conventions due to their lack of resource. However, the program was not successful.
Desomebre (2008) thought the resistance of imports of fish from ship or state that did
not follow the legal framework made ship owners rethink their registry choice. He
also pointed out the struggle by labour unions and ITF7 to the low standard could also
make the ship owner compromise.
Global experience
Traditional shipping giant states offer typical example for second ship registry. UK,
selected the Isle of Man as its second ship registry. Isle of Man ship registry annual
report (2008) extinguished the nature of IOM ship registry and illustrated this
ever-growing registry enjoyed the low rate accident even demonstrate the satisfying
quality. Isle of Man ship registry 25th Anniversary (2010) stated there would be no
tonnage fee etc and low registration fee compared with other open registries. The Isle
of Man Ship Registry stipulated the lowest standards of applicants, seafarers and
vessels, the fees would be charged and the regulations it adopted etc.

When we move to France ship registry, we can easily find the French ship registry
transferred their previous offshore ship registry in Kerguelen to international ship
registry. The French International Ship Registry not only stipulate several matters as
UK second registry but also specifically asked each registry vessel’s seaman should
be at least 35% French citizens. Chalain (2008) thought the dumping of French

7

International Transport Federation
5

International Registry can not be seen as a successful example mostly because the
registry ship were most small ones and quantitative rather than qualitative. All the
regulations of RIF8 were subject to the French law. The French government should
not only take action to reinforce the genuine link between vessel and flag state but
also reserve the shipping tradition and keep up with the regulation of whole EU.

Brautaset & Tenold (2008) introduced the history of Norway International Ship
Registry (NIS). The scheme that designed originally to combine the capital advantage
with low foreign labour cost required capital should at least six-tenth from Norway
but there was no manning restriction. The NIS also caused the soaring abroad capital
in late 1990s.

Shashikumar (1994) introduced the model of Japan, Greek and Singapore model for
the purpose of booming domestic shipping industry. Japan offered plenty money for
loan or subsidy. Greek tax scheme provided the favourable exemption for ship
construction and registration. Singapore built up tax law to exempt the income tax for
good quality ship owners and allowed the foreign shipping company to set up and
manage their own agencies.

Chinese problem

Zhu Ying & Cai KeQiang (2008) thought the main reason for the Chinese vessel
selected to registry in foreign country was heavy burden on tax, immature shipping
financing, political and administration restriction. Income tax of 33% and value added
tax plus duty fee accounted 27.53% really brought difficulties for shipowners
registering their vessel in China. The author suggested tonnage tax that had been
adopted by at least 60% of main shipping countries. Chen JiHong, Zong BeiHua and
Zhen Hong (2007) shared the same reason for why Chinese vessel flies foreign flag

8

France International Registry
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and the offshore system was not suitable for China. Previous Chinese ship registry put
strict restriction on the right of entitlement of the vessel, short loan period and high
rate. Liu XunLiang (2009) stated though the period of tax-free special plan delayed
from 2009 to 2011, only 44 vessels returned to Chinese flag, accounting for 10% of
China-capital vessel flying FOC. In other words, the plan was so as successful as
people expected. Hong Kong mode that was characterized by free commercial
environment and better quality requirement even the advantage on fees became
popular and it can be a role of model of Chinese Second Ship registry.

Vacant domain and conclusion

The literature review previously mentioned did not involve the problem of China
maritime position in world after we adopt the second ship registry. Furthermore, the
proposal put forward by scholars did not be tested or further analysed. Tax regime
was not only a matter of reduction of tax but also related to the whole tax allocation of
the state strategy.

In conclusion, the second ship registry in China is still an update topic that should be
assessed in all fields.

1.3 Innovation and problems expected to be solved

Only a few literatures involved Chinese problems that has its own features. The
relative masterpieces discussing Chinese second ship registry initiate a new era but
lack of further reserach. It is of importance to note that the second ship registry is still
being researched by many experienced scholars, and the policies worked out by
government is ever-changing. The paper is expected to broad new version in respect
to the reference of foreign experience. In addition, the Hong Kong model is
worthwhile to research. At the same time, the current policy can not be neglected in
7

the process of discussion. The paper is expected to analyse whether the second ship
registry can be employed for China and how to solve the problem of tonnage loss.

1.4 Methodology

The main methodology untilized in this paper is the data comparsion and analysis.
The data can be further divided into follwing groups: Tonnage and fleet loss; the
registry charges; tax; Subsidy for registry; registry quality reflected by casualty occurs
etc; percentage and total number of national ship back etc.

Only after we compare these kinds of data can we basically begin to analyse the
feasibility of the plan. Due to several respects should be taken into consideration, the
feasibility report relies on the comparison of pros and cons supposed the second ship
registry would be into practice.

Chapter 2: The reasons of Chinese vessels flagging out

2.1 Chinese ship registry introduction
Since the Maritime Code was approved and implemented on 1st July of 1993, the
previous Rules for Registration of Seagoing Ship applied in 1988 and the Ship
Registration Code of Conduct appiled in 1960 could not meet the demands of
shipping evolvement and has required the advanced ship registration rule to cope with
that. Thus, Regulations of the People's Republic of China on Governing the
Registration of Ships was approved in 1995.

The new rule was composed of 10 Chapters and 59 Articles employed to deal with the
registration scope, category, legal enforcement, administration department, vessel
8

nationality, vessel registration port, component of seafarer, liability. The Article 5 of
the Maritime Code ruled the ships are allowed to sail under the national flag of the
People's Republic of China after being registered, as required by law, and granted the
nationality of the People's Republic of China.
It is characterized by the separation of possession from the management right. The
Ship Owner Certification and The Ship Nationality Certification would be issued to
ship owner and manager respectively. Besides, it adds quite a few rules in respects to
the mortgage registry and bareboat chartering registry. This rule contributes a lot to
the reinforcement of the water transportation industry supervision and maintaining the
involved parties’ rights.

In addition, The Provisions for Management of Ships Registry published in 1996, The
Rule for File of Ship Registry in 2001, The Ship Registry Instruction in 2000 and The
Minimum Safety Manning Regulation of the PRC were issued one after another to
assist the application of rule. Moreover, because the ship registry also applies to the
private law, the corporate law and guaranty law of PRC should also be referred by
administration department.

It can be seen that the a dozen rules and standards were enacted concerning ship
registry by government departments. All of these laws, regulations and rules have
formed a legal framework centering on the Maritime Traffic Safety Law, Maritime
Code of PRC and Regulations of the PRC Governing the Registration of Ships and
supplementing the corresponding rules, regulations and standards.

China has been executing the close ship registry system with high import duty, no
dual nationality, foreign investment not exceeds 50%, seafarer’ nationality be Chinese,
no coastal or river transportation without Chinese flag. People have to admit the great
achievement in the field of safety supervision and protection of the domestic

9

shipbuilding industry although objectively it leads to the flagging out of Chinese
vessel.

2.2 Tax policy

One significant feature that makes a distinction between shipping industry with other
fields is the ship registered in one country usually navigates between two other
countries. In other words, the place where the business is performed does not have
any link with the registered country. Therefore, the tax system plays a vital role in the
process of registration decision.

The first tax levying for vessel in China can be dated back to 1982 when China levied
9% of the total price of imported vessel as custom duty. Subsequently, China imposed
added value tax accounted as 6% and then increased it to 12% in 1988, 17% in 1994.
To sum up, the ship owners have to pay gross-count 27.53% of the vessel price to
copy with the government tax levying, which can be regarded as one of the most
weighty tax systems in this area. However, the most popular ship registration nations
or region such as Hong Kong, Singapore, Panama do not impose this kind of tax,
which certainly attracts most ship owners to transfer their vessel registration to these
kind of tax friendly countries. Take the Panamax bulk carrier COPENHAGEN as a
vivid example, the deal was reached in the end of 2008 that the vessel was sold at 35
million US dollars9. Supposed the Chinese importer need to get this vessel for any
purpose, he had to pay approximately 10 million US dollars just for the tax burden.

9

Data from sale & purchase shipbroker
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Table 2-1: General tax for ship owner in Shanghai, Hong Kong and Singapore
nation
China

Hong Kong

Singapore

Business tax

3.3%

No

No

Income tax (profit tax)

25%

No

No

27.53%

No

No

Tax category

Import duty/value
added tax

In 2007, in an effort to persuade ship owners to come back into the Chinese-flagged,
the government announced that any ships returning to China's registry over the
ensuing two years would be exempt from this 27.53% tax on foreign-built ships. The
government later extended the deadline to 2012. The plan is to have 50% of Chinese
oil imports carried on Chinese flagged vessels by 2010. Up until February of 2009, 50
vessels counted as 4.9% and above 10% of Chinese fleet in respect to number and
tonnage respectively were approved by the Ministry of Finance in 4 collections,
among which 31 vessels have been registry in China and another 19 ones is in the
process of being approved.

Does this plan really work? Most scholars did not think so. M Power's Millar says that,
given China's reliance on the shipping industry, the government's desire for greater
control is understandable and inevitable. However, this shouldn't be seen as a
particularly worrying development. “The reasons for encouraging the ships to register
on the China national register is for the interests in improving maritime security and
the protection of China national interests and those are good, valid reasons," he said.
"But the end of the day, the global maritime industry is a well-established industry
that's been around for hundreds of years, and it works”.

Peter Murray, a shipping lawyer with Inco & Co, points out that the number of
11

Chinese-controlled, foreign-registered ships have increased every year since 2004,
despite the government tax incentives. He says this proves that so far tax breaks have
been ineffective in luring ships to the national register.10

The objective reality relentlessly broke the well-planned strategy in the beginning of it
was employed. The policy was planned only to specialized vessel style and age in a
limited duration, which did not offer an overwhelmed favor compared to other
nations’. The statistic of Ministry of Communications showed this plan only
contributed a little to the returning of Chinese-capital vessel, saying 44 ones (occupy
about 10% of total Chinese fleet) among which some were chosen to registry in China
on the purpose of meet the demands of Chinese legal system requiring the Chinese
registered ship owner should at least own one Chinese-flagged vessel.

Furthermore, the business tax accounted as 3.3% and profit tax accounted as 25%
(imposed if gain profit), which is not necessary to be considered in some other nations
due to free tax in those ship owner-friendly ship registration nations, hindered the
expected flooded ship return back to China. As a 60,000 deadweight tons panamax
bulk carrier transports coal from Kalimantan to south China at the freight of 16 USD
dollars, the carrier must pay 31680 dollars for taxation even if he has not gain any
profit from this deal11. Even though he earns profit, 25% of it should be levied. The
absolutely significant difference between two tax system forces ship owners to rethink
their registration selection although they may be willing to flag Chinese. State-owned
carrier is able to reluctantly maintain their market competitiveness due to the subsidy
or cargo resource support from government while it is almost impossible for these
private ship owners to compete with their counterparties if they flag Chinese owing to
the additional heavy tax. In addition, the heavy burden of tax reversely stimulates the
illegal tax evasion that creates huge invisible loss of nation financial income to some
extent.
10
11

http://www.ship.sh/space.php?uid=4610&do=blog&id=7240
From shipbroker in dry bulk domain
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The current failure of specialized tax-free policy for vessel registration can be
attributed to the complexity of the registration selection. Ship owner is entitled to seek
the legal regime that can furthest meet their needs. However, the policy did not hit the
nail of the head mostly because it does not totally solve the problem in respect to tax
not to mention other arguable problems.

Table 2-2: Handy bulk carrier（Gross tonnage 15832，Net tonnage 8990, in
US dollar）
item

HK

Panama

Marshal

Liberia

Singapore

1.1 Registration fee

1936

3083

2500

2669

2629

538

538

538

538

193

1.3 Initial documentary fee

0

0

975

975

0

1.4 Mortgage registration fee

57

600

475

475

121

1.5 Construction certificate fee

0

0

100

100

0

2531

4221

4558

4757

2943

3802

3889

1798

3596

1052

2.2 General survey fee

0

1200

1200

1200

0

2.3 Marine salvage survey fee

0

770

1270

1450

0

836

836

836

836

1333

0

3680

3680

3680

0

284

284

284

284

9250

（2）Annual total fee

4,992

10,669

9,068

11,046

11,635

1 year expenditure=（1）+（2）

7,453

14,890

13,656

15,803

14,578

3 years expenditure=（1）+（2）X 3

17,297

36,228

31,792

37,895

37,848

5 years expenditure=（1）+（2）X 5

27,141

57,566

49,928

59,987

61,118

1.Initial fee

1.2 ITF16 seaman admission
（suppose 6 foreign senior，10 Chinese
seaman）

（1）Initial total fee
2. Annual fee：
2.1 Tonnage fee

2.4. ITF16 annual fee（suppose 6
foreign senior，10 Chinese seaman）
2.5 ITF membership welfare（16
people）
2.6 ITF CBA or TCC administrative
expense

（Source: Hong Kong Marine Department）
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2.3 Current ship registry drawback

Even if we simply follow the experience in respect of tax from these ship owner
friendly nations, we still can not expect largo portion of Chinese capital ships will
return to Chinese-flag. The decision of ship registration would take several factors
into account among which the service offered by government even the reputation of
the nation registry are also the key factor.

Chinese current registry system brings great inconvenience to the ship owner. First of
all, the establishment of international shipping company is only illegal provided that
the company owns a vessel able to perform business through nations. Meanwhile, it
also not allowed the company to purchase vessel from overseas market if it has not
the qualification of international shipping business. Does it seems a paradox make
shipping people feel inconvenience and complex?

Secondly, it is compulsive that all the Chinese flagged vessels should choose CCS as
their classification society. The policy implies it is essential for the return vessel to
transfer other classification society to CCS, from which large amount of time and
money will be consumed. However, the ship owner friendly nations provide high
degree free choice of selecting classification society as long as this classification
society can be listed as qualified one.

It is also important to point out a unique aspect of the Chinese enterprise registry
policy is the register location should be identical to the real location where business
performed. In other word, it is prohibited to do business out of the geographical scope
of registration location subject to Industry and Commerce regulation. Theoretically, a
shipping enterprise registered out of Shanghai has to open business place and employ
staff in Shanghai although he actually need not do that if he eager to enjoy tax-free
policy of registering vessel in YangShan port. Furthermore, the vessel operator should
14

build up other safety management system in Shanghai to cope with the qualification
of the international shipping that reflected by the DOC certificate. Thus, only in case
that many ships operated by this company needed to transfer to Shanghai does the
company would determine to open new business in Shanghai. It is worth repeating
that almost other popular registration nations make overseas ship owner not need to
worry about this matter only if they have a communication agent in register location.

In conclusion, the lengthy preparation for certification, volatile policy even the
paradox discourage the ship owner withdraw their previous selection.

2.4 Business environment
The confidence in the commercial environment also largely depends on the degree of
legal system maturity. The contradiction of the regulations drawn up in a short period
of time even without any public hearing or suggestion from industry really brings
negative effect on the trust from ship owner. Although the administrative power
seems to be employed in an effective way without supervision and suggestion, the rate
of failure is also sharply increased simultaneously.

Ship owner has full disposition to his own vessel in respect to sales and purchase,
mortgage, insurance in oversea market if he register the vessel in those giant register
nations, and yet a lot of obstacle has been set up if the vessel return flagged. All the
sales and purchase business should performed in trading market specially nominated
by the government, and commission charge counted as 0.3% of the total price to be
imposed. It is worthwhile to note that even the pricing of vessel should be evaluated
by those people who may not familiar with the shipping market, to say nothing of the
vessel mortgage is not allowed to be executed by oversea bank, vessel property
insurance by overseas underwriter.
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Moreover, other invisible cost generated by dealing with the various organizations or
associations that have some power in this area but can not be deemed as branch of
governmental system. Usually, the company would be advised even forced to take
part in those organizations, from which a lot of human resource, investment will be
consumed. To sum up, the environment of commerce is more stringent in China than
its counterparties.

Chapter 3: Analysis of flagging out result

As we analyze whether the second ship registry can be carried out effectively in China,
the benefits may brought from that should be evaluated before further discussion.
Some following thoughts representing the popular standpoints can be overthrown by
the detail analysis.

3.1 Class A of IMO member

From 1989, China has been selected as Class A member state of IMO defined as“10
States with the largest interest in providing international shipping services” for
consecutive 18 years. The portion of shipping industry service provided, rather than
how many ships flagged, determines whether the country can play a vital role in
shipping area. Japan and Norway, both regarded as shipping giants reflected by Class
A, accounts for large portion of shipping market share although they flagged only
limited fleet, saying 829 and 469 respectively. On the other hand, some nations such
as Liberia and Marshall Island even can not be listed into Class C due to their less
contribution to international shipping even though they flagged 2403 and 1431 vessels
respectively. We can allege controlled shipping resource is the decisive factor that
should arises the attention of Chinese government. Instead of blindly seek for huge
fleet ranked as top ones, concentrating on flag quality supervision should be
16

immediate concern. Even if the second ship registry is put into effect, it absolutely can
not be the pronoun of low quality.

Table 3-1：IMO Member State Fleet Registered in 2008-2009
Class A
China

Italy

America

Japan

UK

1792

952

2220

829

967

Panama

Greece

Norway

Russia

South Korea

6481

867

459

621

645

Argentina

Bangladesh

Brazil

Canada

France

57

46

354

354

352

German

India

Holland

Spain

Sweden

542

598

912

380

211

Australia

Bahamas

Chile

Cyrus

Denmark

264

1359

97

963

114

Egypt

Indonesia

Jamaica

Kenya

Malaysia

170

768

23

5

639

Malta

Mexico

Nigeria

Philippines

Saudi Arabia

1382

272

155

352

196

Singapore

South Africa

Thailand

Turkey

New Zealand

2141

35

281

500

47

Class B

Class C

Source: IMO
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3.2 Shipping giant position in world

The position of one nation in respect to shipping depends on the power of controlling
and allocating the shipping resource rather than simply evaluated by the fleet scale.
No wonder Great Britain is regarded as the world shipping center, it has been
specializing in shipping information exchange, financing, insurance and other service
for a long period and even powerful enough to draw up corresponding standards and
clauses although only less fleet under its control. In a similar way, no one can deny
the Japan and South Korea are also driving force that can not be ignored at any time
due to their advanced and competitive shipbuilding capability. Owing to
overwhelmed productivity that leads to the large amount of production needed to be
exported and raw material to be imported, United States is also listed as one of most
import shipping nations. From what we have discussed above, we can conclude that
superpower notion of shipping should be evaluated by comprehensive factors, and
merely the extension of flagged fleet can not build up the position of superpower in
shipping.

3.3 National security

People argue that the merchant fleet that usually employed to transport trading cargo
in peacetime and military material in wartime is essential to ensure the security of
nation in a strategic point of view. The typical example used to support that point is
United States’ merchant fleet contributed a lot to the material supply for Great Britain,
which indirectly caused the failure of Nazi. Reversely Japan’s failure was mostly can
be attributed to their importation transport line was totally destroyed by United States
army in the period of Second World War. Nevertheless, we can not neglect the fact
that it is convenient for those ships belonging to neutral nations function themselves
rather than those belongs the nations taking part in war. In view of this, the
18

Chipolbrok company was launched by China in cooperation with Poland for the
purpose of flagging those Chinese vessels Polish, by which China vessels could run
blockade imposed by United Nations. It can be seen that it is unadvisable to put
majority of Chinese vessels into Chinese flagged in terms of view of national security
strategy.

3.4 Vessel safety supervision

According to ITF definition, a flag of convenience ship is one that flies the flag of a
country other than the country of ownership12. However, there are many open registry
selections varied from those have been defined as flag of convenience with loose
safety supervision in the bottom to top open registry alternative including Singapore
and Hong Kong that have even set up more stringent safety rules than those close
registration. Actually, because of the sound business and legal environment, most ship
owners including large scale Chinese national shipping tycoons choose progressively
run business in Singapore and Hong Kong after they have registered their company
and vessel in there. Thus, although conflict always exists, there is subtle relationship
between ITF and top open registries that are not listed as FOC.

Circumstances always vary somewhat when the shipping industry is in prosperity. In
2008, many vessels that only applied to domestic transportation with ZC certification
rather than CCS acknowledgment were eager to enter the Hong Kong and Singapore
flag in order to run international business for seeking higher profit but they had no
vehicle because ZC certification could not be principally accepted by them, then these
ship owners turned to FOC alternative and gain the certification. Considering vessel
with ZC certification is constructed by the standard only for domestic rather than

12

http://www.itfglobal.org/flags-convenience/sub-page.cfm
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international sea trade, most insurers would not accept the insurance at all due to the
lower vessel quality, which of course results in vessel and seafarers exposed by
vulnerable attack and no insurance indemnity would be made up. Therefore,
corresponding rules or order should be established to enforce those vessels return
back but there is no need to ascertain Chinese vessels flagged FOC certainly means
loose safety supervision and circumstances alter cases.

3.5 Shipbuilding industry

The tax reimbursement for export policy plays a vital role in the booming up of
domestic shipbuilding industry and the ever growing market share of ship export.
However, thousands of spare parts are needed in the process of ship construction most
of which are imported. In other words, the additional high import tax would be levied.
In the other hand, the vessels constructed in Chinese shipyard can not apply to the tax
refund if they are purchased by Chinese ship owners. In view of this, two above
mentioned reasons causes the cost disadvantage of Chinese shipbuilding, which
probably encourages the Chinese ship owners to purchase vessels constructed in
oversea shipyard and then execute vessel return applying to the above mentioned
privilege tax policy. The other alternative utilized to shy away the heavy burden of tax
is registering a shipping company in other country and purchasing Chinese
constructed vessel as an export vessel then enjoying the tax refund when return. Even
there is less ship return flagged occurred owing to the complex procedures and no
actual benefits for ship owners. It is hard to say there is any positive influence on
preventing the Chinese vessels flagged out, but it seems to bring negative point about
hindering the promotion of shipbuilding industry that has already mired down in mud.

3.6 Seafarer employment
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It is no doubt that the Chinese seafarer employment rate will be considerably
increased provided most seafarers are required to be Chinese. However, the seafarer
nationality limitation is probably a double-edge sword that reversely creates negative
influence on Chinese vessels’ return on account of the misgiving about cost,
professional skills or language level. The competitive strength of Chinese seafarers in
respect to cost is becoming much weaker with the reinforcement of comprehensive
national strength and the living standards of the Chinese people. The necessary
process of the marine history reflected firstly in Western European countries, then
Japan, currently China shows less people excluding those really enjoys sea life are
willing to engage in on board job if they also can obtain expected treatment in other
fields because sea life is normally too boring for people to endure. According to the
vessel operation costs report published by Drewry shipping consultancy, there are 155
thousands Chinese seafarers most of whom are allocated to coastal and river
transportation while this number of Philippines and Indian counted as 133 and 87
thousands respectively. It is worthwhile to note that seafarers of Philippines and
Indian are preferable in international market thanks to their overwhelming English
skills compared to their Chinese counterpart, and the ever softening labor cost
advantage of Chinese common seafarers leads to the living space considerably
narrowed down. In view of this, it is advisable to encourage Chinese seafarers to
compete in international market after systematical training especially in the field of
English skill rather than just establishing stringent rule stipulating Chinese flag should
be assigned a certain proportion of Chinese seafarers. In simple words, there in no
necessary connection between Chinese seafarer employment rate with the Chinese
vessels flagged out or return.

3.7 Tax levied and national asset monitor

It is convenient for government to trace the national asset within borders rather than
scattering in every corner of the world. However, the assumption of tax revenue
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increasing by vessel return can not be proved. Apparently, FOC is commonly
characterized by its low tax revenue, whereby shall ship owners choose back and be
levied heavy tax? For the purpose of encouraging vessels back, provided the similar
tax reduction measures embodied in the second ship registry is carried out, we can not
arbitrarily ascertain the gross tax revenue will be higher than previous one. We can
imagine most of the vessels that previously flagged Chinese would transfer to Chinese
second ship registry such as the circumstance in Norway.

In conclusion, the actual control on the vessel mainly reflected by ownership and
management power is more important than registry or flag in name only, and the
Chinese capital vessel flagging overseas was proved that it would not bring negative
effects on Class A in IMO and Chinese shipping position in the world, not to mention
the national security although it could hinder the construction of shipping center. In a
contrary, it even favors the shipbuilding industry. As far as the safety supervision,
national asset tracing and seafarers’ employment, it all depends on cases.

3.8 Shipping center construction
The economical benefit brought by ship registry is not simply calculated by tax
income, but it usually can be evaluated by intangible notion such as whether there is
any possibility for shipping service industry gathering in this place through new ship
registry system launched. Some people think the shipping company would probably
gather in where the ship registered. However, there should be little registration
occurred if the ship owners are bounded to perform business in where he registered.

In summary, the real control over the vessel is relatively more important than the flag
of ships, and the Chinese vessels’ foreign flag actually exerts little influence on the
Chinese shipping position in global society and the national security protection.
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Chapter 4: First or second ship registry overseas and Hong Kong
experience

4.1 Essence of second ship registry

Second ship registry is a product of FOC’S great negative impact on the world
shipping and popular among the modern European shipping countries. In order to
fight against the escalating fleet flagging out, maintain the large scale, high quality
own fleet, and to some extent lower the operating cost the second ship registry that
can be deemed as intermediate between first registry and open registry was launched
in 1980s. It can be seen as an institutional change for recovering the booming giant
fleet. However, it is different from the protectionism policy reflected by cargo
reservation and finance subsidy. Against the backdrop of growing economic
globalization, the second ship registry is employed to shorten the gap with the open
registry in respect to policy favor.

So called second ship registry is in the precondition of no any change for the first
registry and mainly aims to attract the own nation’s fleet return from FOC. It also can
be regarded as the parallel ship registry policy with first registry.

It embodies the advantage in the favor policy. First of all, compared with open
registry, it is more advantageous in the field of ship supervision, skill level upgrade,
defense the reputation. Secondly, compared with close ship registry, it always means
loose registry requirement and convenient procedure. Thirdly, it allows certain
proportion of foreign seafarers, which lowers operation cost. Fourth, the favor
registration policy effectively prevents the registration fee flight. Lastly, there is
genuine link between ship and registration nation and it is more stringent for safety
management, seafarer right defense, pollution protection.
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4.2 Hong Kong model

Hong Kong had been one of the ship register port under the jurisdiction of Great
Britain until the Basic Law(the law is equivalent to the Constitution in terms of force
adeffect in one nation or region, always been considered as the Hong Kong
Constitution) was adopted in 1990 when the Hong Kong ship registry was legally
independent. In order to evolve the Hong Kong shipping industry, the reform
concentrating on bring great convenience to shipping company on the basis of
maintaining previous Great Britain-style strict supervision of vessel quality and safety
operation was launched in 1997, and then it was rapidly proved every effective by the
gross tonnage sharply increased from 5.4 million in 1997 to 45 million counted as one
of five largest ship register nation in the beginning of 2010. It is worth noting that the
Hong Kong flag is not listed as flag of convenience at all. The Hong Kong ship
registry with the eye to attract more shipping companies and corresponding service
industry such as insurance, legal affairs, finance by the flooded registry provides
valuable reference to Shanghai. The detail would introduced in following part.

4.3 Norway

In 1987, the Norwegian International Ship Registry was established as the NIS Act
was approved and became the first nation invented the second ship registry. Since
then it has provided the shipping industry with a continuing competitive and high
quality option for registration under the flag of a nation with long standing maritime
competence13. NIS is characterized by followings:

13

http://www.nis-nor.no/
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Table 4-1: NIS introduction
Ownership

Open to foreign shipping companies

Management

Ships registered by Non-Norwegian owner shall be operated
by a Norwegian shipping company with its head office in
Norway.

Ship age

No limitation, but vessel should be approved by Norwegian
maritime survey or nominated classification society

Fee

Mainly including first register fee, annual fee, mortgage
register fee. Foreign owner apply to tax free subject to
Norway tax regime.

Seafarer nationality

No nationality limitation excluding captain. Wage can be
paid subject to standard in each individual’s nation and also
tax free.

Convention applied
Trading
restriction

Mostly same with NOS

area Ships registered in the Norwegian International Ship
Register are not permitted to carry cargo or passengers
between Norwegian ports or to engage in regular scheduled
passenger transport between Norwegian and foreign ports.

NIS was considered to be successful since it provides as many as favorable policies it
could within the limits permitted by law. Great emphasize placed on the ship owner
friendly policies and relatively good reputation leaded the rapid extension of the
Norway fleet. However, it was so attractive for Norway vessels at that time that
roughly 90% of the Norwegian flag ships were registered in NIS, which made the
previous mainstream ship registry performed practically less function.

4.4 Isle of Man
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Isle of Man ship registry allow vessel to flag UK and be managed by the company in
the island. It is featured as followings: Firstly, it opens for the vessel gross tonnage
above 500 unless they are operating locally in and around Isle of Man, and built not
before 1st September 1984, not with single hull if it is oil tanker etc. The vessel should
be accepted by the 7 nominated classification of societies. There is no tonnage tax,
annual fee, income tax for seaman and social insurance tax. Only registration fees
counted as 700 UK pounds for vessel above 1500 GT. More registration in number
would gain discount. Thirdly, endorsement recognizing a National Certificate of
Competency to seaman rather than issuing own Certificate of Competency.
Endorsements are required for all officers sailing on Isle of Man registered vessels
unless they hold a Certificate of Competency issued by the United Kingdom under
STCW 95. There is no nationality standard for junior crew and the foreign seafarer
wage level can subject to his own country. Last but not least, the safety standard is
totally same with the UK own ship registry. The following table states the Isle of Man
registry was highly evaluated by Paris MOU:

Figure 4-1: IOM position in Paris MOU White list
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Figure 4-2: IOM PSC survey deficiency and detention rate

Isle of Man is regarded relatively successful. From 1984 to 2009, the registered
tonnage is steadily increased and counted as 488 merchant vessels and total 1083
vessels in February of 2010 and 11 millions tonnages accounting almost two of thirds
of UK homeland ship registry in the beginning of 2010 and average vessel age of
12.94. Isle of Man is not listed as FOC. The following table shows the steadily
increase of Isle of Man fleet:

Figure 4-3: IOM Registry transaction of Isle of Man fleet
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Figure 4-4: IOM Registry growth in tonnage and vessel number

Source: IOM Annual Report 2009

4.5 France

In 1989 France set up the offshore ship registry called TAAF in Kerguelen. Decision
forbids registration in the TAAF of vessels operating on the international tramp
market and the minimum percentage of nationals serving on board TAAF vessels was
increased to 35 per cent, which must include four French officers. At least four France
officers are required on board. Regarding the loss brought by those restrictions, the
France government provided compensation derived from the partial expenses paid to
social security department by ship owner themselves14. Since it was too harsh to be
accepted, it encountered great failure and was replaced by the RIF in 2005. The RIF is
featured as following: Firstly, fishing vessel, vessels in costal line and passenger
vessel navigated among European Union are not allowed to register. The TAAF
vessel should be subject to the France and EU law as well as the international
convention signed by France in general and Paris PMO (the Paris Memorandum of
Understanding on Port State Control) in respect to ship safety. Second of all, 25% of
the seafarers as well as the captain and master should be from EU or EEC member
14

Ademuni-Odeke《Bareboat Charter(ship) Registration》Page 32-33
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state. Non-France seaman should be employed in the assistance with agent. In detail,
certain social security is offered to seaman not reside in France and all the seaman are
subject to the France domestic regulation. Seaman residing in France and EU member
state enjoys the special social security policy and bilateral agreement respectively.
Seamen residing outside France are subject to the minimum standard of RIF as well as
the ILO convention. Tax free is applied to seaman in respect to income during the first
consecutive working days in 12 months. No registration and annual fee would be
required and there is certain subsidy for ship purchase and favor for tonnage tax.15

4.6 German

GIS was established in 1989, and the most significant feature is the GIS registry
should firstly be approved by the German first registry. The GIS was initially
employed to fight against the open registry and bareboat chartering by the attracting
cost policy mainly suggesting employ foreign seafarers to replace German ones in
large quantity.

There is no regulation about the nationality allocation of the seafarer, thus encourages
the ship owner prefer foreign seafarers. The research by Klikauer and Morris in 2002
shows after the first year of GIS implementation, the foreign seafarer proportion
soared from 6.6% to 34.4%. In 1990, 2200 junior crew of the 450 vessel registered in
GIS were Filipino. It is also worthwhile to note that the officers’ proportion only
fluctuated a little, and same condition occurred in the next a few years. Compared
with the ISR of the GK and the France, GIS was listed as FOC by ITF since it was
considered offer little protection to foreign seafarers. There is no any legal restriction
on the contract on employing foreign seafarer or seafarer that does not reside in
German.
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http://www.rif.mer.equipement.gouv.fr/rubrique.php3?id_rubrique=33
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From 1991 to 2000, almost half of the German seamen lost their jobs due to the
launch of GIS. For the purpose of changing this circumstance, 40% of the income tax
for German seamen would be cut down. In 1999, the German government regulated
all the shipping management operation functioned as value added work should be
executed in the border of German so that it is convenient for tax authority to levy
tonnage tax. In the same time the tax of hiring estate by shipping company also was
largely reduced, which contributes a lot to the return of some previously outsourcing
work.16

Moreover, the finance authority further required that 10 aspects of German fleet
management should be performed in German, among which 6 are about human
resource (before this they had been outsourced to Cyprus and Philippine) and the core
function such as contract negotiation and ship financing were emphasized to
performed in the monitor of German.

52% of the German fleet selected flagging out in the beginning of the GIS taken into
effect. This data declined to 38% but subsequently increased to 65%. Currently 96%
German fleet are registered in GIS. 450 vessels in 2003 dropped to 382 in 2008 due to
the stringent ship management limitation.17

It is arguable that GIS was completely designed only for German fleet. Although it
was listed as FOC, it still has remarkable effect on attracting German fleet return.

16

17

《Cruising in the Global Economy: Profits, Pleasure and Work at sea》Page 39
《Choice of Flag State》Chapter 7, p105
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Talbe 4-2: Foreign vessel proportion comparison
Vessel registered

Foreign fleet

Foreign proportion

GIS

382

7

2%

RIF

141

56

40%

Bermuda

133

126

95%

Gibralter

216

203

96%

Table 4-3: International convention applied proportion
Environment

Safety

Labor

Isle of Man

79.17

84.21

46.87

GIS

88

84.21

46.81

France offshore registry

75

84.21

63

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_of_convenience

4.7 Reference to China

Table 4-4: China Compare with other registry
Registry
type

Country

Panama

Basic
requirement

Seafarer

No requirement to

10% must be

possession

Panama citizen

Tax

Shipbuilding
loan

No income tax, only
tonnage tax and other
$700

Below 20 years
vessel, register

Open

Liberia

registry

company in
Liberia or

No income tax, annual
Nothing

tonnage tax, $2500 for
registration

cooperate with
Liberia company

Bahamas

requirement

Ask Norway
statutory agent

more 4 years, rate

3.25%-3.75%

asked

Tonnage tax and $2500

certification

initial registry

issued by

fee

Bahamas
Norway

loan or extend

about
Officers are

No possession

10 years limitation

Nothing
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No tax for overseas
owner

No profit tax, execute
Newly

Singapore

open

Exemption for
overseas company

Nothing

tonnage tax, discount if
more registries

registry
Hong Kong

UK

Close
registry

registration fee and

HK possession or
HK agent
Set up company in

Loose than

UK

before

Vessel owned by
China

Nothing

Chinese citizen or
Chinese capital

16.5% profit tax, and
tonnage tax
Tonnage tax
More tax items such as

Less finance

import duty, value

channel and

Basically

added tax, business and

shipbuilding loan

Chinese citizen

income tax, and higher

year limitation,

rate

high rate

As we make a general survey of overseas second ship registry experience, ineffectual
cases make up majority. The international ship registry applied in Japan can not
prevent the flooded flagging out and even France and German ones are listed as FOC
by ITF thereby damaging the reputation of these two countries. The Isle of Man can
be regarded as successful case and Norway international ship registry can not simply
evaluated due to the overwhelming proportion compared with first registry. The
universal principal shows it is common for all the nations employing second ship
registry mainly by the ways of lower cost or less restriction. However, whether China
can adopt all these favor policies can not simply ascertained and will be discussed in
the following Chapter.

Chapter 5 Restriction and Feasibility Analysis

Second ship registry can be divided into two forms: Offshore ship registry means new
ship registry policy set up in the oversea territory such as Isle of Man and Kerguelen
etc and ISR planned for own fleet return. The main suggestions of Chinese second
ship registry are as following: (1) select one port as ship registry port (2) objects are
Chinese capital vessel (3) some argue should loose seafarer nationality limitation
while other do not agree (4) cut down the 27.53% import duty and value added tax
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and lower other tax (5) no average vessel and CCS is the nominated classification of
society.

5.1 Current commercial and industry registry effect

With reform and opening up policy have yielded substantial results, the economic
system was basically taking shape, and the enterprise registration is still in the period
of transition from an examination and approval system to a registration and recording
system. However, there are still some problems embodied in current registry system
that can not adapt the market mechanism, and the related problem with second ship
registry is as following:

5.1.1 Approval prior to registry

“Approval prior to enterprise establishment” is the product of socialist planned
economy that is always considered as the greatest obstacle for launch enterprise
especially for non-state-owned enterprises. Currently, the number of industry or
project required to be approved is counted about 150, and almost 70 authorized
government organs are involved. Furthermore, the license issued by these
governments varied in respect to the expiration data, administrative authority and
annual inspection time, which makes the register staff encounter the difficulty of
identifying whether is valid or not. International shipping is stipulated as one industry
that has to be approved by lengthy procedures. Subject to the Statute of International
Shipping of PRC, the new shipping company has to obtain International
Transportation Vessel License prior to the transaction for commercial and industrial
registry. Not only do the rigid and inflexible conditions such as vessel in conformity
with the business scope is required, the soft factor such as great upheaval and
tumultuous market competitive circumstance and newly published policy mostly
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determined and controlled by authoritative organ, in other words, too much human
factor involved, leads to the great uncertainty of forecasting by the investors.

5.1.2 Business in different place

Supposed that the second ship registry is applied in one place, no doubt ship owner
have to face with how to deal with the business registered location is not in
conformity with the vessel registered place. Firstly, subject to current commercial and
industrial regulation, the branch should be set up and registered if the company tempts
to run business out of where the company previously registered.

5.1.3 Ambiguous power and liability

Under current rule, one single shipping company is controlled and monitored not only
by government at all levels but also by all brands of nongovernment industrial
organizations with certain power, which causes severe problems pointing the
administrative execution by two even several parties, ambiguous assignment of
functions and duties. One thought-provoking circumstance is both parties would
scramble for power of law enforcement when they can profit from it while they takes
great effort to shy away the supervision responsibility as they reckon it would not
bring any benefit. For one thing, regarding the run business without certification by
the shipping company, the Statute of International Shipping of PRC stipulated the
illegal business should be closed up and all the income from that would be confiscated.
The Commercial and Industry Bureau is also entitled to take similar action to the
illegal business, which means there is overlap concerning law enforcement power for
one single case between both two governmental departments.
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5.1.4 Foreign stock proportion

The Article 32 of the Statute of International Shipping of PRC rules the foreign
proportions of stocks of a Sino-foreign joint-venture that run international shipping
business can not be higher than 49%, and same legal clause also appears in the
Paragraph 2, Article 2 of the Ship Registration Rule of PRC. As the innovation
constantly goes deeper, the current foreign stock constriction policy has lagged behind
the development of the market economy. How to deal with the stock allocation in case
the Chinese company registered abroad purchases the vessel constructed in China
lacks legal basis.

5.2 Feasibility analysis

A lot of questions and constraints exist in the ship registry of our China at present,
causing the sharply decline of fleet, jeopardizing the reputation and development of
shipping industry. The constant appeal sent out by scholastic circles concerning the
second ship registry arise the attention from administrative departments for
transportation and subsequently carries out the special policy of tax free on an
experimental basis. But in a long run, the necessity and feasibility of second ship
registry needs to be further studied because all the supporting policies employed to
break the constraint especially tax and financing are crying out to be strengthened.

In 2009, the proposal for promotion and speed up of the Shanghai service and
manufacturing industry, construction of international finance and shipping center was
approved by the State Council of PRC, and Shanghai integrated development
experimental district with favorite policy including free business tax, allowing
oversea account etc for shipping company. However, only the second ship registry
was absent, which means this policy still needs analysis.
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5.2.1 Offshore system is not suitable

Offshore ship registry can be applied in those countries that own overseas territory.
Usually, only the old brand colonialist power such as Great Britain and France would
select their oversea territories as offshore ship registry locations that are appropriate to
be applied new register system that not amounts to their mother countries’. It is
obvious that China can not employ similar policy. In contrast, the international ship
registry sets up registry for vessels in domestic and international line respectively,
thereby shying away the constraints of offshore system and conforming to the
corresponding rules in the United Nations Convention on Conditions for Registration
of Ships approved in 1986.

5.2.2 Weak pertinence

Ship owners of traditional European countries choose foreign flag to large extent in
purpose of seeking for low cost in respect to seafarers expenditure while Chinese
owners do that only for shying away the heavy tax and immature ship sales and
purchase financing environment.

It is meaningful to point out that second ship registry is not the only vehicle to prevent
the vessel flag abroad and tax reduction and subsidy offer are not only applied to
international ship registry. Traditional second ship registry mainly focuses on seafarer
nationality rate rather than the special circumstance in Chinese. The main purpose of
international ship registry of China should be more clear and concentrating. The less
Chinese vessel return by special tax free policy speaks volumes for several
complicated factors are involved with that.
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Chapter 6 Suggestion

6.1 Promotion of first ship registry

In Chapter 3 the paper analyze the popular points about “negative” effects on the
Chinese vessel flagging out and we conclude actually their views can not stand up. In
term of the original intention of second ship registry aiming at solving the fleet
shrinking, research shows there is too much doubt whether it can function.

The other reason of selecting flagging out is the vessel would be free to transit
between each port of the world without sanction or boycott due to the trade or
political conflict. Take the trade war between Japan and America in 1990s as an
example, each Japanese flag vessel would be levied additional 100 thousands US
dollars in the name of penalty rather than tax. During the Iran- Iraq war, some Arab
Gulf state vessels transferred to western countries flag one after another. International
Ship and Port Facility Security Code already has been applied stipulates the ship
registration information is critical to the vessel security supervision. Even if a lot of
favorable policies can be applied to bring great benefits to ship owners, the
unchangeable situation in terms of vessel free navigation would cause they insists on
their initial choice. Chinese establish normal diplomatic relations with most nations
but still some are exceptions. Therefore, it is inconvenient to flag Chinese as vessel
often navigates in the water areas under jurisdiction of those countries such as
Panama Canal under Panama. In addition, considering the reunification between
China and Taiwan has not been completed, it is necessary for some vessels select
open registry.
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6.1.1 Tax policy reform

The demand elasticity of Chinese vessel import is small, which means the demand is
relatively stable regardless of the tax adjustment. For that reason reduction of import
duty probably does not work as expected. The tonnage tax generally lower than
income tax on basis of the net gross tonnage of vessel rather than the actual profit tax
may be reasonable. Netherland, Great Britain, Norway and German introduced that in
1996 and subsequently India, Korea and Japan imitated it. India can be considered as
role of model that can enlighten us. The tonnage tax counted as 1.5% to 2% was
introduced in 2004 while their income tax reached up to 35%. The previous heavy tax
pain was largely relieved alleviated, which leads to the soar ship registration in India
and simultaneously stimulated the evolvement of the relative shipping service
industry.

Moreover, utilization ratio of vessel would rise and the motivation of tax evasion can
be inhibited to a certain degree. The stable long term investment strategy can be
formulated due to estimable tax expense. The tax levy based on the audited amount
seems to be stringent but actually lends itself to manipulation by clever or
unscrupulous men. It is not uncommon that Chinese vessel transport the cargo of third
country or is chartered out to oversea party on time charter basis. Regarding this kind
of business, overseas cargo owner or charterer does not need the carrier’s invoice
printed by Chinese tax authority at all. Only the internal invoice printed by carrier’s
computer by which the cargo owner or charterer can pay freight or hire meets the
basic requirement. Under this circumstance, there is no tax arisen from that business
and no any tax declaration record would appear in the documentation of Chinese tax
authority. By contrast, tonnage tax seems advantageous and acceptable because it
treats vessel equally and no worry for tax evasion anymore.
It is obvious that if the business tax is much more than the tonnage tax, the ship
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manager would certainly choose register out. The tonnage tax normally counted from
1.5% to 2% can be higher a little bit, reaching about 2.5% regarding the complicated
and bloated government institutions which means huge amount of administrative
expenditure. The Chinese flag vessel owned by the company registered in China can
apply the tonnage tax, and once the tonnage tax is approved, the implementation on
this vessel would last for next 5 years duration rather than 10 years duration adopted
by some other countries in consideration of the ever changing Chinese circumstance,
which means the ship manger can not transfer to other tax policy during this period.
The ship that does not apply the tonnage tax would not be permitted to apply in next
10 years.

6.1.2 Governmental service reinforcement

The service concept of government is urgently needed transferred from the only
power execution to the philosophy of service offered. The current circumstance is
when people transact in the governmental shipping administration, sometime they are
ignored otherwise they have acquaintance. Only some guidance brochures can be got
in the hall and people can not expect they will gain some reply in the form of e-mail.
For example, on the business side, the ship owner asks for a copy of the original or
photocopying the “same with the original” but always is refused in the reason of
inadequate explanation. It is said once a “same with the original” copy of certification
was found in a vessel involving in a illegal business, which leads to the marine
authority seldom issue that for the purpose of shying away the trouble. Another
statement is that the computer system of marine authority is not able to copy whole
copies of a series of ship certifications and check work about whether the copy can
match up the original is too lengthy so it is unaccepted for authority. Whether these
reasons can be proved true or not, it reflects the service oriented concept does not
executed well as expected. The new evaluation system for staff can not only depend
on the leader final report but also should come from the assessment of all the people.
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The recruitment competition of civil servants in shipping area is absolutely fierce.
However, the standard is usually focus on the score of entrance examination and
professional knowledge, thus neglecting the inner quality in respect to service
oriented concept although it is too be intangible to be evaluated. In addition,
responsibility matches up the power. The civil servant is should be blamed for the
fault of the power execution.

6.2 Second ship registry trial

Maintain the certain fleet puts first things first. Although the second ship registry is
not the evitable choice, we also should discuss what kind of measures can we taken.

6.2.1 Favorable factors for second ship registry
There are some favorable factors for the application of second ship registry. The
construction of Shanghai shipping center creates favorable environment for the
Chinese vessel registry in respect to policy breakthrough under the instruction of the
central government. The promotion of shipping center construction by ship registry is
the Hong Kong and Singapore model, which asks the registry and center construction
can supplement each other and the whole package of shipping service system. The
benefits arising from the registry is much more than the registration fee. In other
words, the shipping center plan provides an opportunity for ISR and reversely the ISR
application can also contributes to the comprehensive strength of shipping center.

ITF has been fighting with FOC nations for several decades. The vessel listed as FOC
by ITF suffers the confrontation in every corner of world especially some western
countries where the ITF is much more powerful, which brings great inconvenience to
ship owner and charterers. One main target of ITF is utterly destroying the FOC and
the low standard ship operation. Moreover, with the more and more stringent
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requirements to the vessel safety and environmental protection, the treatment of
seafarer is out of the control of ITF and becomes the problem being concerned by
most nations. The International Maritime Labor Convention in 2006 set up global
unified standard in order to ensure all the seafarer can work in a decent way. Recently,
ship registry champion Panama was also approved to accede to this convention.
Almost 30 treaty powers accounting 33% of the global tonnage ratified this
convention and it will come into effect, which means the vessel above 500 GT should
hold the Maritime Labor Certificate and the ratified nation can inspect the vessel
belongs to non ratified nation. The FOC is suffering the increasingly fierce peanlaty
and boycott that means there is less and less space for FOC survival.

6.2.2 Flexible classification society selection

Vessel safety and technique standard usually set up and controlled by the
classification society plays a vital role in the success of second ship registry. At
present, CCS is the only organization to be chosen by the vessel in international line.
Regarding attracting the Chinese vessel return and lower operation cost, China can
moderately release the former restriction in this field. The classification of society of
second ship registry can vary from some other choices which are listed by IACS. The
ABS, LR, RV, NKK, GL, DNV and RINA which with high reputation and quality can
be permitted to employed by Chinese second registry vessel, which not only benefit
for the vessel return but also for the cooperation and communication by them.

6.2.3 Other supportive measures

Firstly, the legislation should be modified to allow the vessel previously perform
mortgage in foreign bank to maintain its mortgage contract after it take parts in the
Chinese second ship registry.
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Secondly, the enforced pilotage is still applied to foreign vessel navigating in China,
which can be cancelled for the Chinese second registry ship. Secondly, allowing
Chinese second registry ship to carry heavy container in coastal line upon the
approval of marine authority, which is currently prohibited in consideration of defense
the domestic navigation right for Chinese vessel.

6.3 Emphasize on Hong Kong flag

6.3.1 Professional register official of quality

Marine office of Hong Kong composed of only twelve employees who all have
gained bachelor degrees or marine surveyor certifications is in charge of ship register
issue. Each commercial oriented employee who is fully familiar with the register
procedure or law affair is knowledgeable in respect to ship construction or marine
machinery or navigation and thereby all the technique, documentation etc affair can
be exclusively operated and supervised by one single department, which to large
extent, simplifies the lengthy and complex approving procedures.

All the commercial information would be written in both Chinese and English
language and then sent to involved parties as new rules drawn up for fresh convention
is to carried out so as to the ship management people could prepare well before the
convention is into effect. Due to long term tradition and education in respect to clean
and honest administrative construction, it is almost impossible for those backdoor
deals with government employees. Most insulation would receive satisfying detailed
response in the form of E-mail or telephone.
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6.3.2 Tonnage fee

Hong Kong ship register fee and annual tonnage tax are comparatively lower than
those well known flag of conveniences’. The statistic done by Hong Kong marine
office showed the gross register fee and tonnage tax in Hong Kong is counted only
46.8%, 55%, 45.2%, 42.9% compared to Panama, Marshall Island, Liberia, Singapore
respectively. The favorable interest to ship owner would be more provided that the
register duration is extended to 5 years.

Apart from the attractive above mentioned expenses, the Hong Kong government
signed the bilateral agreement on taxation relief with United States, Mainland of
China, New Zealand, Netherlands and other 11countries, which makes the Hong
Kong flag vessel can enjoy the favor , for instance 29% of tonnage tax cut when
berthing any port of China mainland. From 2004, the tax cut policy of no tonnage tax
for first 6 months has been adopted for those vessels for which there is no detention
record.

6.3.3 Simple and convenient registery

The Hong Kong register distinguish itself by amazing efficiency and formalities
whenever although less officials employed. All the formality tables, notifications and
rules can be downloaded in Marine Department of Hong Kong in the language of both
simplified Chinese and English. All the application tables can be delivered to the
service counter at the same time, which makes the people not needs to waste time
moving between different function departments. All the register or logoff procedures
would be completed within 2 hours as long as the relative files have been prepared,
which is the least time consuming ship register system.

The Marine Office of Hong Kong usually registers the ownership and the lien in
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advance on the vessel of which the technique condition has not been confirmed that it
is in accordance with the corresponding standard, and subsequently, the operating
certification would be issued as the survey report shows the technique condition can
meet the requirements, which makes the register not only maintains the strict quality
supervision but also enhances the efficiency. Ship owners can benefit from that in
respect to ship purchase & sale and financing.

The supervision responsibility in the field of ship age and seafarers’ nationalities is
totally transferred to the third party by stipulating all the vessels that have been
accepted by nominated classification of societies can register as Hong Kong flag and
all the seafarers regardless of their nationalities can offer service in Hong Kong flag
vessel provided that they are capable of comply with the international seafarer
training standard.

6.3.4 Actual effect of flag quality management

In tradition, the management of vessel in possession of ship owners of powerful
shipping nations is usually executed by specialized ship management companies
which are under supervision of the Hong Kong Marine Office for enhancing the flag
quality. The previous compulsory ship survey by Marine office that aroused severe
controversy was replaced by allowing ship owner select each of nine classification
societies with high reputation to be responsible for all the survey, safety and security
work for the vessel. In addition, the Flag State Quality Control (abbreviated as FSQC
in the following) was introduced to assist the whole flag quality enhancing blueprint.
The evaluation data published by the survey of port state will be input into the FSQC
system, and employed to verify whether the ship management company exercise due
diligence or not. As there is some data that exceeds the specified standard, which is
surveyed in the port the vessel berthed and updated by day to day system, the officers
on board will be asked to explain the detailed reason for defect and put forward the
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solutions. The vessel that is doubted in respect to the quality is designed to be
surveyed by the officer assigned by Hong Kong Marine Office, but there is no fee
levied by this survey if it is only the first one. Nevertheless, all the survey fees will be
asked in the event that there is detention or accident occurred due to the severe
deficiency or no any improvement of quality after the first survey. Simultaneously the
authorized classification societies are also under supervision, and if the deficiency is
founded to caused by the negligence of classification of society who should be
required to solve problem in collaboration with the Hong Kong Marine Office, and it
is no doubt that the negligence will be recorded. The reform of FSQC ruled any vessel
that had suffered two detentions in last 12 months would be warned in
correspondence that measures should be taken as quick as possible, and the business
qualification might be cancelled in case similar event happened in next 24 months
after warning.

In 2003, the “control system prior to register” focusing on information utilization was
introduced to replace former evaluation by only entity survey. The collected vessel
quality material such as port state control record as well as the EQUASIS data
(database containing safety-related information on the world's merchant fleet from
both public and private sources) was employed to evaluate and grade the vessel with
other major factors such as ship age, style, accident record, flag registered. The ship
surveyor would be asked to verify the lower quality vessel evaluated by the new
system or the marine office refused to register that vessel anymore.

Great emphasize should be placed on the current ship registry rather than
concentrating on the application of second ship registry because we can not put the
cart before the house. Reinforcement of the current ship registry should be given
primary importance among priorities. In a historical view, all the vessels excluding
those employed for breaking blockade were required to register in China at the time
the planned economy were widespread and border was closed. The flooded vessel
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flagging abroad with reform and opening-up can be only attributed to the capital
essence of value pursuing. If the situation of China is not appropriate for second ship
registry, the first one should be arise more attention and wait for promotion. Only
when the commercial environment of first ship registry is approaching the ideal one
can we put forward the favorable tax regime to fill the gap of tax, thereby the second
ship registry can be attractive.
Currently the environment of second ship registry in China is not mature. We can
suggest the Chinese vessel firstly return to Hong Kong flag. Hong Kong is still only
permitted to take part in IMO meeting as observer since it is one canton of China
rather than independent state although 49 millions tonnages registered. It can be seen
that the Hong Kong registry would upgrade Chinese IMO statue. In view of this,
Hong Kong can set up registry branch in Shanghai.

Firstly, it can attract the vessel registered in the nation that shares no diplomatic
relation with China. As the political condition is not stable even hostile, these vessels
can asks for consular protection. Although it is not reasonable for vessel return to
PRC flag, it is feasible for attracting them transfer to Hong Kong flag with unique
bilateral language competitiveness that is overwhelmingly advantageous compared to
foreign registry.

Secondly, it is convenient for the Chinese central government monitor the accurate
number of Chinese vessels and their status of being controlled by which party. In
other words, the national asset monitor can be executed easily.

Finally, it benefits for Shanghai absorbing the experience of Hong Kong. As the
external environment is mature or there is sudden occurrence in Hong Kong politic
field, Shanghai can launch the second ship registry upon the disposition of the central
government.
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Above all, we suggest a series of favor policies can be applied in order to attract
Chinese vessels firstly return to Hong Kong. pure ship management employed for
dealing with oversea ship should be permitted to register in PRC. In other words, all
the technique and business management, even the tax affair can be handled in
offshore model, which means the ship management company registered in Shanghai is
only the representative used to manage ship on behalf of the ship owner in Hong
Kong. It is certain that all the hire and freight income would transfer to the oversea
bank of Hong Kong ship owner but he would pay the management fee for Shanghai
branch. Moreover, we suggest government authority permit the DOC of this branch
and the classification can be delivered by any classification of society nominated by
Hong Kong marine department.

Chapter 7 Conclusion

Above all, we can concluded the first registry rather than the second ship registry
should be focused and promoted. The current condition for application of second ship
registry is not mature and it is not feasible for take second ship registry into effect.

The favorable factors for the trial of second ship registry are also can apply to the first
ship registry. The suggestions for second ship regitry trial actually can also apply in
first one. The breakthrough of policies are urgently needed and we might as well
firstly pay attention on the first registry that can not be replaced by second one
anyhow.

The blindly following others will only cause uncontemplated consequences. The
reinforcement of current ship registry also can attract the return of fleet, and the
second ship registry seems to preach to the converted. As people can not evaluate the
real effect of the application of second ship registry in China, the government may as
well take Hong Kong model as a trial.
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